
 

On Pitching, Resilience, and Gender Differences 

Kathleen Burns-Kingsbury: Globally, there’s a gender imbalance in venture capital firms, and the 
funding they provide. Only 14% of partners in Canada’s most active venture capital funds are women. 
And while that is two times the amount of female partners in the top 100 firms in the U.S., it still 
highlights how male-dominated this business truly is. The result is women-owned businesses are funded 
less often, and if you are looking to pitch for funding, it’s important to be prepared, and resilient. So 
today, we have two experts that are going to help you prepare your pitch, and learn more about the 
venture capital industry. We have Whitney Rockley and Dr. Amy D’Aprix. Whitney Rockley is the co-
founder and managing partner of McRock Capital, a venture capital firm focused exclusively on the 
industrial internet of things. She has over two decades of experience, and she’s proud to say that she’s 
the first female chair of the Canadian Venture Capital and Private Equity Association. She is joined by Dr. 
Amy D’Aprix – Dr. Amy as we like to call her. Dr. Amy is a repeat guest here on the podcast, as she’s an 
internationally-renowned authority on lifestyle issues, and she is going to help our listeners not only 
perfect their presentation skills, but keep calm in the process. So I want to welcome Whitney and Dr. 
Amy to the podcast. 

Dr. Amy D’Aprix: Good morning, Kathleen! 

Whitney Rockley: Yes, good morning Kathleen! 

Kathleen: So, Whitney, you have a really interesting story about how you got into the business, and why 
you’re so passionate about helping women in tech raise capital. Do you mind sharing a little bit with our 
listeners about that story? 

Whitney: Yes, of course. So, I’ve been investing in tech companies for over 20 years. And I hear about 
500 pitches a year from entrepreneurs that are raising capital. But I think what many people don’t 
realize is that as an investor, I also need to raise capital from institutional investors. And so, it’s an 
interesting dynamic because I don’t think people put themselves in the shoes of the investor. So when 
my co-founder and I started McRock, we had been investing in tech companies for a long time at that 
point in my career, and I knew that raising capital was going to be difficult. But I’m not quite sure I 
realized HOW difficult it was really going to be. So the story I like to share is that it took us 1,067 days to 
actually get our firm off the ground. Imagine going without a paycheque for over 1,000 days. It was a 
pretty long period of time. What I like to share is the lessons I’ve learned. The tricks and tips that I’ve 
kind of gained along that journey.  

Kathleen: So wow – going for 1,000 days without funding seems like you’d learn a lot of lessons and 
certainly be very resilient. 

Whitney: Absolutely. 1,000 days was a very long time. And I think in some ways, the experience that I 
had was similar to a lot of my industry colleagues (which were mostly men). But in some ways, it was 
also really different. There were many, as you can imagine, many sleepless nights thinking about, “what 
could I do better to raise this capital and get our firm off the ground?” Like I said, it was quite a journey, 
and a journey I don’t think I fully appreciated until I actually started my own firm. 

Kathleen: And so, you listen to a lot of pitches nowadays, and you have that perspective of being in the 
investor’s shoes and certainly spending a lot of time trying to figure out what’s working and what’s not. 
What do you think is the biggest mistake people make when they’re asking for financing? 



 

Whitney: I think probably the biggest mistake people make is that they don’t prepare enough. So I’ve 
got a philosophy of: Prepare, prepare, prepare, and over prepare. Put yourself in the shoes of the 
investor that you’re pitching to, and think really carefully about what that person cares about because 
obviously, different people and different investors will care about different things. So you have to weave 
that into your presentation which requires you to customize your initial presentation for that investor. I 
always say, rehearse a lot. Rehearse alone. Rehearse in front of people. And remember that the initial 
pitch needs to be fairly high level, but covering off all aspects of your business. But don’t try to make it 
too detailed. We have kind of a rule of thumb that we use within our shop which is: Every slides should 
seriously only have a maximum of three points that you’re trying to get across. And the less text on a 
slide, that’s actually better, if you can do that. The other thing we always say is that when you finish 
preparing your presentation, and you’ve finished rehearsing it, really sit back and reflect on all aspects 
of your business, and the possible questions that you could get asked. And you don’t need to create 
additional slides to be in an appendix so you can talk to those questions that you may be asked. But 
really, it’s a reflection of what you think may be asked, and then writing a few notes down, bringing 
those notes with you to the meeting, so should those questions get asked, you can respond in a really 
crisp, articulate way. 

Kathleen: So being prepared makes sense to me, and the tips you just provided are really useful. I do 
know as somebody who publicly presents that intellectually you can think you should prepare, and then 
all of a sudden, all this other stuff comes up, and it’s hard to prepare. Sometimes, I know for myself, and 
I know for other people, it’s nerves, or fears that if you prepare somehow you’re going to be robotic, 
you’re not going to be innovative or improvisational. I’m wondering, Dr. Amy, what do you think of 
Whitney’s advice around preparing. 

Dr. Amy: I think Whitney’s advice is fabulous. And what you’re talking about, Kathleen, I like to think of 
as the myth of preparedness. That it takes away spontaneity. And actually, when you’re really prepared, 
it enhances your confidence – which is key. And when you’re confident, you can be spontaneous 
because you’re coming from your most authentic self. You aren’t reviewing in your head what you’re 
going to be saying as you’re talking. You’re fully present and fully engaged. So being prepared is one of 
the best things you can do to feel more confident and be more authentic.  

Kathleen: So you do have any tips for, if somebody’s out there and they’re preparing for a financing 
pitch and they’re nervous? What they can do – knowing that it makes sense to do it, that you can be 
more spontaneous – and that you have to bust through this myth of preparedness?  

Dr. Amy: Yup, and I find… I have to tell you a quick story Kathleen, about a time that I was doing a 
presentation that I didn’t feel fully prepared for yet. And I finally sat down, and I went through it, and I 
went through it, and I was so anxious, and I came up with these three “Cs” that I use a lot (and this is 
just a good self-talk thing I say before I get up to speak, and as I’m preparing): I am confident, 
competent, and connected to the people I’m presenting to. And we have to do these self-talk 
techniques in order to override that voice in our head that tells us either that we’re not ready or we’re 
not good enough. The other thing I think we need to do – and it sounds so basic – but as you’re saying 
those things to yourself, your really need to breathe deeply because that creates calm. Those things get 
us physically and mentally prepared to do the presentation.  

Kathleen: Boy, I love those “Three Cs” and breathing goes a long way when you’re nervous I can tell you 
that! And so, Whitney, you’ve seen a lot of different pitches. You have seen good ones, pretty average 



 

ones, and ones that certainly aren’t going to get funded. What do you think are the key elements of a 
great pitch? 

Whitney: There’s a number of things. I think Dr. Amy absolutely nailed the “Three Cs” because again, 
that’s your preparation going in, and in feeling connected and grounded with the audience. So, again, 
presenting is a skill, and I think that women are at a bit of a disadvantage because of the pitch of their 
voices, and their lack of projection because our voices clearly aren’t as deep as men. So there’s a 
number of physical techniques or exercises that I’ve used over the years to warm up my voice, and to 
deliver a confident presentation. So, a couple of things that I do: I drink warm water before I get up to 
present. You can of course have coffee or tea, but then you’ve got the added anxiety-induced caffeine 
that’ll get you going. But I tend to just stick to warm water, and that just opens up your vocal chords. 
The other thing you can do is do spinal rolls standing up. So you can find a quiet place before you get up 
to present. Stay standing, tuck your chin down, and slowly roll over and imagine that your spine is rolling 
vertebrae by vertebrae until your fingers touch the floor, and then slowly raise back up. Another thing 
that we do is, we do a lot of loosening of the lips. So, if you will, you can imagine yourself neighing like a 
horse… it’s a really bizarre exercise to do but it’s fun to do. It’s almost like you’re sounding like a horse, 
you’re neighing, or you’re even doing a motorboat with your lips. And, beyond the physical exercises to 
warm up, what I always like to say is that it’s really important that you draw out the investor. I’ve seen 
far too many times where somebody who is pitching their business, and they’re so excited and rightfully 
so. So excited about their business and wanting to share what they’re doing. However, investors don’t 
like just being talked at – where they can’t converse with you, and see if they can get that connection 
with you. So, right at the very beginning of your presentation, it’s okay to say to the investor, “What is it, 
specifically, that you would like to hear from my pitch?” Or, “This is what I was thinking we would cover 
off in this presentation. Are you comfortable with that?” And then the second thing is that when you’re 
actually presenting, it is fine, and it actually can kind of help bit, again, to connect with the investor, to 
just stop throughout your presentation and say, “Is this working for you? Are you getting what you need 
from what I’m talking about?” as a way to get them engaged, or reengaged if you’re finding that they’re 
retracting or not as engaged as they should be. So, I always say, be really mindful not to talk at 
somebody, but rather connect with those investors. 

Kathleen: Now, I imagine that might be a strength that a female might have, or a female business 
woman might have; not necessarily over a man. Often, we’re relationship-oriented, we want to have a 
conversation. That may be a stereotypical statement, but I’m wondering what you both think of that. Is 
that an advantage that a woman has? 

Dr. Amy: I think so, Kathleen. I think it is an advantage that women have. You know, we can look at 
research that shows in various way that we’re better at having broader and deeper relationships than 
men. We have those relationship skills, and we bring it to presentations. I think it can be one of the 
things we own and capitalize on when we’re doing presenting.  

Kathleen: And how about you, Whitney, what do you think? Is there a gender advantage there? 

Whitney: I think there is a gender advantage. Maybe it’s more broadly a kind of a social intelligence 
advantage. Certainly in our experience, my cofounder is very articulate, very strategic. He’s excellent 
when he presents. One of the things, though, that he really enjoys when we do our pitches together is 
that I have a tendency of ‘warming up’ the group first with a lot of personal narrative and connection, 
and I loosen them up. So when we go into the formal presentation part, we’ve almost developed an 



 

initial part of the rapport that’s needed for us to continue to be asked back, if you will, for continued 
evaluation. So I do think that it’s really interesting. The one thing, you know again, it’s not necessarily 
always gender-specific because I’ve certainly seen co-founders that are just so complimentary in how 
they relate with different personality types. But certainly that ability to get the investor to really engage 
and relax, and exhale, and then sit back and really have a conversation about a business – that’s when 
you know you’ve almost hooked that investor in that initial meeting.  

Kathleen: So instead of thinking of it as a pitch or a presentation, it’s really having a conversation, 
customizing it, and certainly coming, it sounds like, from your authentic self, and making sure that you 
are paired up with somebody – if you are indeed paired up with somebody – with somebody that 
compliments you. So, really thinking about, “how do I deliver the best pitch or the best conversation or 
product that I can?” Now, part of this process is hard. I think it’s hard for everybody, but there’s a lot of 
rejections. It took you over 1,000 days the first time you engaged in doing this. So, Whitney, what advice 
do you have for somebody out there who maybe has pitched, or is about to pitch, and has been rejected 
or rejected several times? 

Whitney: I’ve got a couple of tips for people. First off, you will be rejected because this is unfortunately 
the business that we’re all in. From an investor perspective, they are in the “no” business much more 
than they are in the “yes” business. And so, your attitude is everything. And, when you are turned down 
– because it’s not an if – it’s when you are turned down, really understand why. And make it a learning 
experience, and incorporate those learnings into your next pitch. And for feedback that you get that you 
don’t agree with? That’s fine. You can discard that. But really try to give yourself a little bit of distance 
from the time that you’re actually given that feedback to deciding whether or not you want to keep the 
pitch as-is, or incorporate the feedback into the pitch. You know, the other thing that I always say to 
entrepreneurs – and it was fascinating because my co-founder was superb in this regard – when we got 
a no (and of course, we got a no and awful lot) – but when we got a no, I would actually look at it and 
go, “Oh my goodness. We just got a no, and that’s it, and it’s awful, and what are we going to do next?” 
He would actually say, “Well, hold on a second. A no isn’t necessarily a no. A no just might be ‘not now.’ 
So let’s really try to stay close to them because we thought the chemistry was really good. They were 
fundamentally good people that were aligned with our approach. But we have a few things that we 
need to go back to the drawing board with and figure out. And then once we’ve got that, why don’t we 
give it another shot?” So we must have gone up to bat against investors… oh, goodness, we had one 
that we were probably told no five separate times over the course of those 1,000 days. And that 
investor ended up investing in our first fund. So the no, in a lot of cases, is just ‘not now.’ Be really 
mindful not to get upset, not to have an irate reaction in front of that investor, not to just pout and turn 
around, and never have a conversation with them again. You really have to practice the art of 
steadiness, maturity, and really listen to the feedback that you get when you are told no.  

Kathleen: So Whitney, the example that you just gave me… you and your co-founder, male and female, 
have a different experience of rejection. And so, we’ve already talked about differences, different 
gender differences when it comes to women’s tone of voice, whether they are more socially intelligent. 
This is an example, potentially, of how women vs. men handle rejection. What do you think? Do you 
think that’s a gender difference? And if so, how can people overcome that, or is that just that your 
personalities were different and it’s not related to gender? 



 

Whitney: Well, I’ll be really curious on what Dr. Amy thinks on this one because I’ve only got my 
immediate experience to draw on, but, of course, nobody ever likes rejection. However, I have noticed 
that women take it especially hard. I can say I can’t stand being rejected either. Sometimes I wonder, 
and this is perhaps a question over to Dr. Amy, but I sometimes wonder from a gender perspective – 
boys tend to pursue, and they’re rejected at a fairly young age. And when they turn into men, they’ve 
already had a bit of a training ground of pursuing and being rejected multiple times. And I wonder if they 
get thicker skin, or they can handle it better. Where, certainly in my generation, I find it really difficult 
when I am rejected because I want to please people. I want to be liked, and I want people to be smiling 
when they see me and say, “Fantastic! What can we do together?” instead of “I’m sorry, but we’re just 
not that interested.” So maybe this is over to Dr. Amy to comment on. 

Kathleen: Dr. Amy? 

Dr. Amy: I love hearing what you said, Whitney. I would add that this is the downside to us being 
relationship-focused as a gender. Women are socialized to make people happy and to be liked. And 
rejection feels like we aren’t being liked, and we haven’t made somebody happy. So I do think there’s a 
gender aspect to this. But Whitney, one of the things I thought as you were telling your story is how you 
embody resilience. That just kept coming to me. That you really do a fabulous job of being resilient. I 
think of resilience as the strength and speed at which we recover from adversity. And you described 
some really great ways to do that.  

Kathleen: So I know Dr. Amy that you often have techniques to encourage your clients or the people 
that you’re working with to use to develop different skills. When it comes to resilience, is there anything 
that you can recommend to our listeners so they can practice in order to build up that muscle? 

Dr. Amy: Absolutely, and I think the first thing is to recognize that resilience is really like a muscle, and it 
grows with exercising it. So you can increase your resilience. A couple of my favourite ways are – and 
this is one Whitney was really describing – it’s learning how to shift your perspective. There’s a lot that’s 
been written about this, but one of my favourite things is by (Dr.) Martin Seligman who talks about the 
“Three Ps” and learning to look at whether we personalize (that’s one of the Ps) – do you personalize 
everything that happens around you? The pervasiveness is the second P – do you think, when something 
happens, “Everything in my whole life is ruined” or can you compartmentalize it (something men tend to 
do better than women, by the way, is compartmentalizing)?  And then permanence – the idea that this 
is ruined forever. And the ability to shift those Three Ps and see it differently are key to becoming more 
resilient. And then another thing that’s research based, another one that works really well is journaling. 
Now, if you’re like me and you heard the word journaling, I yawn and put my head on the table. I’m not 
somebody who’s ever been interested in journaling. But this is a specific type of journaling that really 
helps people become more resilient. And it’s the idea of writing down what went well in your day, and 
why. And research shows that doing that for a pretty short time – a few weeks to a few months – shifts 
people in significant ways. It reduces anxiety and depression. People report being happier. And again, 
it’s a great factor for enhancing your resilience.  

Kathleen: I love those tips and I think gaining perspective isn’t always easy immediately. But if you take 
and ask yourself those Three Ps when you have a little bit of distance from that rejection, that can be 
really, really useful. So thank you for sharing that information. You know, time goes so quickly on this 
podcast, but we are going to need to wind down. This has been great information. But I would love it if 



 

each one of you could kind of leave us with one tip, or a few words of wisdom about how to be 
confident when you’re asking for finances in your business. Why don’t we start with Whitney? 

Whitney: The one thing I will say is to pitch to your most attractive investor, after you’ve pitched five or 
six investors before that. So many people thing what we need to do is we need to pitch the most 
important investor first, but we’re still in ‘dry run’ mode; we’re still figuring out how to do it. And so, in 
those early fundraising days, seek out a few guinea pigs first, and test drive the pitch, and don’t be too 
disappointed if they’re not interested, and they reject you. The last point I would make is really where 
Dr. Amy is going, is stand tall, be articulate, be prepared. You’ll get there. Just keep going, and don’t give 
up, and I think good success will be upon you. 

Kathleen: Awesome. How about you, Dr. Amy? 

Dr. Amy: Well, I love that, Whitney, and I would just add one of the things we haven’t said is really 
access your support. Have somebody to walk through the fire with you. We all need our emotional 
safety net, and we haven’t really mentioned that. Make sure you’ve got somebody you can really have 
there with you to walk through this process, who’s going to have your back all the way through.  

Kathleen: I think having a cheerleading squad is important. I certainly find that useful in my own life. 
And I’ve found everything that you’ve shared today really enlightening, and I know our listeners have as 
well. So thank you so much Whitney and Dr. Amy for sharing your expertise on the BMO for Women 
podcast.  

Whitney: Thank you Kathleen. 

Dr. Amy: Perfect, thanks Kathleen. 

  

 

 

 


